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Principal's Message

Dear students, staff and my extended Scindian family,
Great things require great actions but at times, a slow stride,
a long march and not a sprint, can shape and define the most
appropriate course of action.
We have met with the most extraordinary times in the form
of the present pandemic. A lot has been talked about the
repercussions of the problem and its impact on the
teaching- learning community. It is needless to debate that
whatever impacts the past and the present will surely
impact the future. We are cautious and prepared and I am
sure we will emerge happy and healthy from the situation.
Yet the pandemic is also a time to count our blessings and
renew the vitality of life. It is an opportunity for us to realize
our true potential and to cast down all doubt of human
frailty.
The Japanese people indulge in an activity called 'Ikigai'
which means 'a reason for being'. It is the idea of seeking a
purpose in everything we do. It is a source of finding what
our true passion is like. Hence it is time for us to find our own
'Ikigai'.
I must also put forward the efforts taken up by the school
community to sharpen their professional skills. Our
teachers have taken up numerous courses to bring them to
delve into the latest tools and technology. They have
painstakingly undertaken all the efforts to ease out the
students so that they reap the maximum at a time when
remote learning is the only viable option.
At this time, I wish to say that be cautious but not fearful. Go
through the precautionary drill but stay connected with
everyone around you- your family, your friends and your
school. Emotional bonds weigh heavily over any difficulty
and this too shall pass!
Stay happy and blessed,

Madhav De o Saraswat
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To be honest, I had never thought in my wildest
dreams that I would be studying through a computer
while having 'aloo ka paranthas' on an extended
summer break at home. But there is always a first
time with things and situations. I am pretty sure that
none of us had predicted the current situation, and
more so, that we would be sent home so early. To cut
it short, I am grateful that the online classes started.
These classes have enabled us to complete our
syllabus, without a place or time constraint, with us
stationed into our comfort zone. I had never thought
that my session of Class XII would begin with a
'rendezvous with the mountains' culminating into
an early summer break at home. With the serene
scenery of the mountains during the camp still fresh
in my mind, completing the syllabus back home, was
not my first priority at all. But the classes have
contributed a lot to its gathering momentum as well
as given a jumpstart to the students to continue on
their own in very many ways with our teachers
always by our side. We did, during the first classes, a
few times, mute the teacher and played songs- with
the teachers scolding us and calling our parents and
in return, the parents scolding us, but all I know is
that these classes would be cherished by all of us.

Most of the Scindians have an 'excellent' sleep cycle,
and some found it difficult to open a laptop at 9 am.
Maybe that's why most of us were silent during the
English class when asked to answer a question. But
honestly, considering the arrangements that have
been made for us, especially the Board classes, I'll
say it was superbly done. My heartfelt thanks to the
recording feature, for it saved Scindians like me. At
this juncture, we may not show it, but we really pray
that the school reopens so that we can spend our
final year together. Till then, completing the syllabus
seems to be the only leisure. Our profound gratitude
to all the teachers, for not just teaching us at a tough
time, but also tolerating the childish behaviour of the
senior-most class.
- Aaryan Nagpal
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The online classes were a great tool to learn
and were very helpful for us in the situation
when absolute avoidance of face to face
communication became a prerequisite to safety.
Yet, it made us understand that the physical
presence of the teacher is quintessential to
effective learning. These classes gave us a taste
of the syllabus and the course, but I feel that
classes and lessons on a whiteboard in a
classroom setting is more beneficial than doing
it online. A smile by the teacher telling you that
you could do it, wins half the battle for us. I pray
that the school reopens and that we come out of
this pandemic very soon.
- Mayank Yadav

No doubt that the entire world is going through a very
tough time during this pandemic, but for the students in
the higher classes this time is very crucial. Almost all the
schools have started teaching through various online
platforms such as Microsoft Teams, Zoom etc. Our school
too has taken up this initiative and I feel our teachers are
performing brilliantly on this platform as well. Since there
is absolutely nothing more that can be done in these tough
times, online classes are definitely the need of the hour.
Indeed, there are technical glitches, at times, that make it
difficult for us to attend the classes properly, but we try
our level best to make the best
use of the class. After all, this is a
different learning experience
altogether. Hope that the world
heals very soon!
- Aditi Joshi

Online classes made the
approachability flexible. We
went through the content in
our own way and the speed
that we could afford. The
transaction of the documents
became faster and saved a lot
of paper material normally involved into the teaching
–learning process. We did not have to copy down
everything, instead we could take a screen shot and
save it for further use. Yet, I would say, that online
classes give us little scope for real –time interaction as
in a real classroom. In a real classroom, a teacher can
understand in a jiffy that we have not understood
something just by looking at us which is not possible
in a virtual classroom. Virtual classrooms depend on
internet connectivity which faces a number of issues.
To top it all, the audience needs to be very self
–disciplined to be ready to make the most of the online
classes.
– Krishna Sharma
Online classes, a sporadically undertaken
activity in a traditional real time classroom
has turned from plans to reality, in a virtual
classroom. Studying within the hallowed
walls of the school was now studying in front
of a screen and it surprisingly, was more
engaging than what I had anticipated
otherwise. Countless study material and
diverse sketch pens transformed the 'ploys' of
chemical equations to lucid interactions of
chemicals and the once imaginary
electromagnetic radiations turned out to be
colorful beams of light, cogent and appealing.
Stories in English were all the more delightful
to hear and sorting in Computer Science was
virtual yet engrossing. To put it succinctly, in
the online classes – 'the road not taken' was
not the 'thing of beauty' and the 'last lesson'
was not the least.
- Akshat Karwa
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you can take as long as you need
without feeling under any pressure
to hurry up. The biggest benefit of
individualized learning is that it
allows you to harness your strengths and
downplay your weaknesses. This ultimately
makes it more conducive to learning. It also
boosts self-confidence and self-esteem.

The Surge of Online Learning
Harsh Jain

Even the most basic online courses require the
development of new computer skills, as
students learn to navigate different learning
management systems and programs. The
participation skills students learn in their
online courses translate into too many
professions, including creating and sharing
documents, incorporating audio/video
materials into assignments, completing online
training sessions etc.

The coronavirus pandemic and its requisite on
social distancing have put online classes in the
spotlight. With the highly communicable
nature of the coronavirus, all the schools have
shut down. For the moment, classes and in
some cases even exams, are being conducted
online. While this is considered a temporary
measure there are many people who may be
reluctant to return to the classroom. I will
present my opinion on online classes and
virtual learning and discuss on the same.
Online courses give students the opportunity
to plan study time around the rest of their day,
instead of the other way round. Students can
study and work as per their convenience.
Course material is always accessible online,
making special library trips unnecessary. All of
these benefits help students balance work and
family commitments with their education.
Even personally I can say that when we do
not understand something in an online
class or if we miss an online class we
can watch the class as the class
would have been recorded and
we can easily access it.
Being able to decide to study
'where, when and how',
throws up opportunities for
individualized learning. To
start with, as an online
student you aren't boxed into a
'one-size-fit'- all learning
approach. Being able to attend
classes when, how and where it suits
you, allows you to create a customized
schedule that suits your learning style. If
you're a fast learner, you don't have to wait for
the whole class to catch up. If you're slower,

Just as there is a dark side to that controversial
property known as the force, there is a dark
side to Internet-based courses. The dark side
starts with procrastination. Procrastination
will chop you to bits in an online course. There
is no one to tell you to get to the class on time.
There is no one to remind you that
assignments are due or that the exams are
coming. There is no one to preach to you, beg of
you, and plead with you to stay on top of your
coursework. It's easy to put off reading and
assignments in the online environment.
Before you know it, weeks have gone by, you
haven't done any homework and it's exam time.

How It Does Matter
Suyash Bansal | Se nior Editor, Review

In an online course, no one can hear you
scream and that causes discomfort to some
online students. Studying alone with only the
computer as your companion can be terrifying.
There's no whispering in the back of the room,
no wise remarks from the 'peanut gallery', no
commanding presence at the front of the
classroom. The online environment is a much
different atmosphere that takes some time in
your getting used to. Hopefully, your online
instructor is sensitive to this problem and can
help you overcome those feelings. In any case,
you should be aware of them and seek help if
they start to impede your studies. A quick email to a classmate, your instructor or a
counsellor can help you feel better connected
if the sense of community you seek is missing.
Online classes usually have deadlines for
assignments, but that's not the problem. The
problem is the time management and
organizational skills necessary to stay on top
of your work. Allot an appropriate time to each
task and balance it with other priorities of
your life. If you tend towards procrastination,
then you might need to strengthen your skill
set.
Lastly, I would like to say that no matter what
but due to the pandemic the online classes are
the need of hour and it would be the best if we
could get accustomed to them as soon as
possible.

The article is also available for reading at
https://online.flippingbook.com/view/802651/59

The activities in a teenager's mind are very unpredictable and sometimes very unstable,
regarding their confusion based on the unawareness of where they stand in society. Similar is
the situation they land in when teens fall in love. But in a relationship, it is not always necessary
that both the individuals are in love. There can be ambitions that one of the partners can
be pursuing such as money-based needs. And the confrontation of this fact can
be devastating. This brings up the need of discussion over the relationship of
a teenager with the elder authorities in his or her life. The concerned
authorities just like parents should talk with the teenager about the
signs that he should avoid in a partner and what he should look for.
But when both the partners are in love, there seems to be a state of
oblivion they float in when they are together wherein, they tend to
ignore the society and go to extents just to keep each other happy.
Now sometimes, this extent can break the limits that society has.
And once the limits are broken, it can cause problems for not only
the teenagers but their parents as well. So, this is where the parents
should take precautions. They must have conversations with their
child to make sure that he does not deviate from the path he is supposed
to walk on. They should make him understand that love is always
secondary and to put himself and family as priorities in his life. And putting
himself first means he should take care of his health, his social responsibilities and
his education before anything/ anyone else.
It is important for them to also shape him into a gentleman by teaching him how an individual
must behave in society and especially how respectful he must be with others around him. And at
last, they must let him know that if it all ends, a broken heart is natural, and the truth is that one
must move on as life and time never stop for anyone. So, he rather be ahead than be stuck with
those ideal memories!
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The Consequential
Me moy Mishra | Se nior Editor, Review

A new leaf, perhaps :
Mr Deve ndra Bhatnagar (Ex-Ja, 1 9 7 4 )

In 1798, Thomas Robert
Malthus, an economist had
written a book titled, "An Essay
on the Principle of Population"
in which he observed that an
increase in a nation's food
production improved the wellbeing of the populace, but the
improvement was temporary
because it led to population
growth, which in turn restored
the original per capita
production level. Malthus'
theory in simple words is: the
population is rising and the
resources are finite which
would lead to harsh
consequences but man would try to buy time by various methods while
believing that his actions would stop the problem for once and for all
without realizing that he has fallen into an endless pit from which to
recover is next to impossible. Therefore, in the 18th century while many in
Europe saw the society as improving, Malthus thought of it as a charade
going to end one day.
If Malthus was brought back to life today, he would have been astonished
looking at the long time we were able to carry on with the charade. Man
indeed was able to buy a lot of time. In the 1800s, life expectancy hovered
between 30 and 40 years of age but today it has dramatically risen to 80
years of age. A lot of factors have contributed to the making of this
situation. The first Industrial Revolution of 1765 saw the invention of
steam engines where coal emerged as a source of energy followed by the
second Industrial Revolution of 1870 during which mankind started using
oil, electricity and gas as a source of energy and also began using the
telegraph and the telephone and lastly the third Industrial Revolution of
1969 which saw the rise of electronics, telecommunications and
computers. Humans have not only advanced in industrial areas but also in
agriculture. The Green Revolution led to the usage of HYV seeds which
increased agricultural production and helped to avoid famine in many
countries. The medical advancements are no less; anaesthesia, medical
imaging, penicillin, organ transplants, stem cell therapy and
immunotherapy are all breakthroughs in the medical world between 1846
and 1970s.
"Nothing lasts forever is the easiest lesson, we all learn the hardest way." I
believe that the charade has come to an end and the harsh consequences
predicted by Malthus are coming true. Peter Daszak, a British-American
zoologist and an expert on disease and ecology in his research found that
all known emerging diseases were linked to sudden human population
growth in places where wildlife diversity is high. The researchers also
found that about two-thirds of the new diseases were transmitted to
humans by animals. It is a fact that more than 70 percent of these diseases,
known as zoonotic diseases, were caused by pathogens originating in
wildlife — for example, the Nipah virus that causes inflammation of the
brain and first surfaced in 1999 in Perak, Malaysia is traced to have come
from bats. There would be no better example to explain this than the SARS
coronavirus that first infected a farmer which was traced back to viruses in
bats which has now pronounced nearly 3.8 million infected 270 thousand
dead worldwide. Many think of this crisis as ill luck, 'bad karmas' but it is
actually the result of a long and complicated negligence and ignorance. We
all know what happens when we stretch a rubber band too much and now
we are experiencing it.

Nature, she sighs, deep
Perched on a stool
A mirror in front of her
An exclamation escapes
For she has truly aged
Unkempt is the word
For she is timeless
Man's excesses reflect
Abused environment
Ravaged earth and seas

Having settled that plan
She smiled let's start
But first she imprisoned
Man and greed indoors
She wept at her resolve
Cleansed the air off grime
Added a blue to the sky
Burst of pink health
Rouge to her cheeks
Floral perfume around

Is this truly me or a lie
Enquires she of herself
The mirror reflects true
A sob escapes her
I must repair says she

Man looked from indoors
Noticed the change
Breathed deep and clean
Eyes took in the beauty
Ears for once listened
In the silence was music

Angry she fumes, why
Why did I allow all this
I must make amends
Let me make try repair
There may well be pain
Before any evident gain

Nature she smiled
And so did the mirror
We can still patch up
As man added, I will try
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On this humdrum of life, there is a sudden break,
and we have enough time to think about ourselves.
As the Head of the Boarding House and the German
teacher at my workplace, getting involved in
students' lives, taking a note of their problems and
letting them come out of their homesickness,
sharing the small stories about the House, games
and extracurricular activities were the things that
gave me solace. Nowadays, with the students away
from the Boarding Houses, the usual activities have
undergone a change. I get up early in the morning
and after the morning routine I ask myself, as to how
I should utilize my time. I have started doing Yoga
for 45 minutes every day. I started learning the
verses of Gita and now I can recite some. I also
interacted with some old friends and family
members and got many insights as to how people

are trying to enhance their 'Online Skills'
during this lockdown. I have embarked on a
journey of enhancing my online- virtual
skills and have dived into some new virtual
tools which can be very useful to the
teaching-learning community.
- Mr Gopal Chaturve di, Faculty - Ge rman

With schools, being locked down due to
COVID-19, educators across the globe have started
experimenting with different virtual classroom tools to
ensure that learning never stops. Although there were so many
interactive and collaborative e-learning tools which had been introduced by
CBSE earlier, somewhere, I felt that I could not connect to my children. We can never
really replace a teacher because the teacher provides that human 'touch' but I think platforms
like Microsoft Teams enable a teacher to reach out to their students. To fulfill the learning objectives, I
started making my own videos to cover the theory portion and practical activities, which were shot in the
Chemistry Lab where I could easily gather all the materials. Now, the next challenge was to deliver the content in a
way that the child could access the content free of the time constraint. I started uploading videos in the Google
drive for the first time, from where I could generate a shareable link and finally we were on Microsoft Teams.
- Mr Suggu Se khar, Faculty - Scie nce
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We are going through a new realm
of the teaching-learning process.
Though there is no replacement to direct
human interaction, the virtual classes are
indeed a smooth transition from the conventional
classes and it requires an enhanced degree of motivation
and self-discipline than the real classroom. Although this is
not a new dimension in teaching and learning, not every teacher
has an experience with e-learning. Still all teachers took the
transition in a very positive way. Exploring new things along this
journey of self- discovery was the best part. Once accustomed to
online classes, making learning effective and engrossing is a big
task. Through class scheduling we were able to control the
disturbances to a large extent. Microsoft Teams and
OneNote/Class Notebook helped a lot in interacting with
students and making the contents available to them.
– Mr Akhil K Lakshmanan, Faculty- ICT

“Education, the best investment in knowledge that
pays the maximum interest". Truly, the secret of
going ahead is 'getting started'. The secret of
'getting started' is breaking the barriers of
limitations and looking ahead to possibilities. It was
completely a new venture for me so I faced certain
difficulties in using the Microsoft Teams. Guidelines
from the IT department have helped me to
overcome the difficulties. It is an easy platform for
classes as it provides audio and video classes,
sharing of PPTs and assignments, screen sharing
etc. The chat facility is an effective medium for
communication besides the direct communication.
Though the students were slightly confused in the
beginning, they were happy to join the classes as
they felt that all the classmates had come together
again.
- Mr Ge orge Varghe se, Faculty- English

The shift of the learning gear has been an enriching
experience for me. It is truly said that, in times of
difficulty the tough gets tougher. I recall our parent's
generation when they shifted gears from manual
work to computers during the late 80s. Initially, the
process is tough but ultimately people adapt to
changes. I recall the days when the world was
concerned about the usage of gadgets by children
and its aftermath. But today the irony is that nobody
is talking about it. The usage of the internet has
increased many folds and people are logged into
their gadgets at an average of 6 hours a day. It should
be understood that gadgets are now termed as a
"necessary evil". The generations to come will
witness further changes in technology. The saddest
part is that there will be a major sociological change
in terms of lesser human contact which may further
lead to socio - economic problems.
– Mr Sumit Chakrabarty, Faculty - Comme rce
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The most important aspect of Online Education is
that it is beneficial in many ways. It provides
education relevant to the need at hand, and to
students who are deprived of the school
environment. On the other hand, it provides
students with individualized online -interactive
classes that stimulate, support and boost the morale
of students. My experience of using this teaching
method is wonderful, for it gave me a new
experience and a new platform to teach the
students. I have tried many tools such as Zoom,
Microsoft Teams, Kahoot, NIIT Guru, You Tube
videos and also the videos that I have created for
different topics and shared through Google drive
links. I have been using Microsoft Teams for Online
teaching as it is a 'one in all' platform. We can make
assignments as well as take quiz/tests. On Kahoot
the students can play online quizzes and it is a
platform where the students enjoy while learning as
they have given a wonderful feedback for this
platform. By the use of NIIT Guru, videos explain the
topics and students can see the video and learn. In
conclusion, the ever growing availability of online
learning has gained popularity among the young,
and adults. Emphasis should now be given on
increasing its effectiveness to establish it as the
most cost effective learning medium.

The outbreak of COVID-19 has been declared as an
international emergency and it has impacted the
working methods and conditions of the education
sector. When our school declared an early vacation
for students due to this pandemic, I was completely
surprised because I had never seen such lockdown
of the world ever before in my lifetime and many
would agree with the same. But nothing can stop the
world so now it became our responsibility as a team
to overcome all the obstacles and provide online
quality education to students so that they do not
suffer. As a teacher I have never considered this
lockdown as a vacation. I found it as an opportunity
to learn new things. Earlier technology was
considered as a threat to jobs but now this
technology has enabled the users to make the most
of their time in this closure. Teachers who were
uncomfortable in using these technologies also
made proper use of this period to overcome the
obstructions and the complete community rose as a
team to meet the challenge.

– Mr Rahul Bharadwaj, Faculty - Scie nce

- Mr Pawan Mali, Faculty- ICT
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In the current scenario there are no schools, no
examinations happening. Despite all the hurdles
online learning is in boom and parents are also
learning to cope with it. Teachers who are IT
friendly have just sunk in easily but those
teachers who are not used to it are facing
issues. Teachers are redefining their
careers, teaching strategies and
methodologies. Even the students are
learning to get accustomed to the new
way of learning; their mindsets are also
changing. It's a matter of time and I feel that
everyone will be accustomed to this way of
learning. There is also a question as to how things
will be once the schools start to function. It will be a
total change in the educational dynamics. Efforts will
be needed for our weak learners as it will require the
necessary time to let them come up the learning
curve. Staying home for weeks, and months,
students will have missed out on the face to face
interaction. They might have gone through a lot of
mental and emotional traumas. Some would also
have faced poverty and stress issues, some would
have been able to handle themselves but some
wouldn't, they would have been carrying scars on
their souls. There is a possibility that they would
have experienced a loss in their family or would have
undergone the pain and suffering of their loved ones.
They would have very rarely got a chance to go out
and play. A lot of hours would have been spent
playing video games, watching Netflix, Amazon
Prime etc., and the learning gaps would have
definitely and undoubtedly widened. Well-being is
no longer going to be cast down as a fad. It is now
clear that many young people have trouble keeping
healthy and focused without the guidance and help
of their teachers. It is an essential precondition for
achievement, especially among our most vulnerable
children. Teachers have become the unsung heroes
of COVID-19. They are the ones doing research,
working on content, training themselves with all
enthusiasm so that they can teach the students more
effectively. They are the ones trying to connect with
their students, convincing and persuading them for
online learning. The value and importance of
vocational training, necessary skills and training
must be expressed in what we teach. The pandemic
has revealed the vulnerability of the global economy
to the loss of critical supplies. There would also have
to be a corresponding drive for vocational skills and

training and higher recognition for the schools and
programs that provide it. It is now clear how much
we rely on and need to respect all of our
employees, such as home care workers,
construction workers and retail workers,
who help us from behind the screen.
When the economy picks up again, some
people would feel proud to call
themselves the working class and focus
on the financial and wider recognition
that goes with it. This also includes the
rethinking of the freelance economy and its
effect on peoples' lives, as well as the kind of
learning that allows people to endure turbulent
transitions, experience resilience and create
productive lives. There was a mad scramble during
COVID-19 to find technologies to support learning at
home. There is also a possibility that more than 30 %
of students do not have access to the internet or
digital devices at home. As money tightens, families
on the verge of poverty may often have to choose
between sustaining internet access or putting food
on the table. In this pandemic, technology has
supplemented teaching and teachers; not replaced
them. We certainly need better digital resources. But
anyone who thought that online learning can replace
teachers will be rapidly disillusioned with the idea
— especially parents stuck inside with children
when kids can't concentrate or self-regulate. We're
in a long, dark tunnel at the moment. When we
emerge, our challenge will be not to proceed exactly
as before, to reflect deeply on what we have
experienced, and take a sharp turn in education and
society for the better.
- Mr Saurabh Kaul, Faculty - English
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